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Explore the deepest parts of the oceans and the vast space of the solar system in this science study

guide. This quick guide provides tidbits of the most important information about the plants in the

solar system, select marine life, and desert and forest animals. Perfect for third graders, this is the

ultimate guide that ensures easy absorption of broken-down information. Buy a copy today.
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This book is a disjointed collection of images, with text "tidbits" about the various themes. Well yes, I

suppose all of them could be classified as "science"... But it's more the feeling of "random science

trivia" than "learning" anything. The reading level and appropriate grade level of the information

presented also seem varied and inconsistent.For the listing of the planets in the solar system, the

pictures are a strange "trading card" looking drawing, that doesn't do anything useful to represent

the planet, its place in the solar system, or any if its unique factors. (See my screen capture for a

representative page spread). For the animal sections, illustrations were "cartoon-ish" and not

realistic, reducing their educational value considerably. It was also distracting that they are of widely



varying styles.The "size" of the book is also filled out with "note taking" pages, with titles like, "Write

down and draw other sea animals you know". Exactly how the child is supposed to write them down

on a Kindle screen I don't know, and it doesn't make an awful lot more sense in the print version,

which still doesn't seem to be a consumable "workbook".So, the book is maybe interesting enough

to look through and browse the facts presented (some interesting), but it's not a "read" at all. For

free, you can easily grab the Kindle edition (like I did), to have a look and enjoy casually. But I

definitely can't see a reason to spend your hard-earned cash for the print version. It's not even in

the same league as a true educational resource.I am obligated to add the disclaimer that "I received

this product free in exchange for agreeing to provide a review" which is pretty silly, given that it is

already free for everyone... Obviously, that has not compelled me to write a falsely positive review.

This book is AMAZING for any child who is interested in the universe or science in general. My son

is home from school today because he's a little sick, so I just brought this to him to read... He loves

learning about the planets and animals. He is having no problem reading the words, and the

pictures in it are provoking him to ask questions.He is going to get a lot of use out of this ebook! I

highly HIGHLY recommend this to anyone who has a child in school that shows any interest in

science. This will get them learning, and asking questions!The worksheets and activities in the book

are perfect! He enjoys doing it all!I cannot thank you enough for giving me the opportunity to have

my son read this book for free. It is always wonderful to see him happy when he reads.

This book, in my opinion is more a collection of facts about different things, than it is actual science.

It goes over the planets, different animals of the sea, desert, and woodland. It was informatory, but

again, I wouldn't consider it a science book. Maybe a book of facts would be more accurate. Most of

the things in this book, my 3rd grader learned in 2nd or even 1st grade. There are a couple pages

AFTER each section where kids can "write down" other animals that live in those areas, or even

"write down" the order of the planets closest to the sun, but how are they supposed to do that on a

kindle? The purpose of a kindle book is to NOT have the paper book, so that's kind of redundant, I

thought. I wouldn't print this out just for my kids to be able to write down and answer the question.

My 3rd grader, who is 9, almost 10, as well as my 2nd grader, 7, almost 8, both seemed pretty

bored with the book & when asked if they liked it, their reply was, "Well, it didn't teach me anything I

didn't know..." I received this book in exchange for my honest opinion. This does NOT change my

review one bit.



I got this book for my daughter, she is currently in the third grade and has been having a bit of a

hard time in her science class. I figured I could have her read this book and see if it sparked some

interest on her part and thankfully it did. She is very big on having visual pictures and drawings in

the books she reads and this one definitely provides a lot of illustrations to go with each page of

information. This book gives information about all of the planets and provides interesting facts on

each. I was honestly learning fun facts that I don't recall learning back when I was in school. I love

that this book provides review sections in which I can test my daughter to see what she learned, she

loves recalling the information she read during the reviews and I like to know that she is actually

grasping the information that she is reading. This book also provides a thorough section of different

types of animals and allows for the reader to think of other animals that would go in each category.

My daughter really enjoyed reading this book! I was given the opportunity to purchase this product

at a discounted price in exchange for me trying out and evaluating the product and providing an

honest and unbiased review of the product. Each product that I purchase is personally tested by

either myself or someone in my household. I have not been influenced in any way, shape, or form to

provide a certain rating for this product, and I have not nor do I receive any gift cards or any sort of

payment for my reviews. All thoughts expressed in my review are my own and most importantly are

honest and unbiased, I rely heavily on the honest reviews of other shoppers when purchasing

anything online and take my reviews very seriously. I hope you find this review to be helpful :)
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